SUBJECT: ARREST OF IRAQI JEWS

1. EUROPEAN DIRECTOR UNITED HIAS SERVICE SEIDENMA (PROTECT) MET UNHCR PRINCE SADRUDDIN AGA KHAN TODAY FOR PURPOSE DISCUSSING PROBLEM OF DETAINED JEWS IN IRAQ. SEIDENMAN BRIEFED MISSOFF ON MEETING PRINCIPAL POINTS OF WHICH AS FOLLOWS:

2. HCR CONFIRMED TO SEIDENMAN THAT HE HAD HANDED OVER TO IRAQI PRESIDENT THE NAMES OF THE JEWS WHICH HAD BEEN CONVEYED TO HIM BY US AMBASSADOR IN KATHMANDU (PARA 4 REFTEL C). IN DOING SO HE SUGGESTED TO IRAQI AUTHORITIES THAT TIME FAVORABLE FOR GOI ACTION FOR BENEFIT DETAINERS CITING FACT THAT GUAR HAD ACTED TO LIBERATE DETAINED JEWS AND THAT SOVIET UNION CURRENTLY BEING RESPONSIVE RESPECT JEWS.

3. HCR REPORTED THAT IRAQI AUTHORITIES HAD LISTENED ATTENTIVELY BUT GAVE NO INDICATION OF ANY PARTICULAR REACTION. HCR SUGGESTED TO SEIDENMAN THAT ONLY TIME WILL TELL WHETHER HIS INTERVENTION WILL PRODUCE BENEFICIAL RESULTS.

4. HCR EXPRESSED CONCERN OVER HANDLING BY REPIR BAGHDAD
OF INFORMATION CONCERNING HIS VISIT TO BAGHDAD AND POSSIBLE INTERVENTION BEHALF JEWISH DETAINES. UPON ARRIVAL BAGHDAD HCR WAS APPROACHED BY UNDP REP (SUDANES NATIONAL) WHO HAD BEEN GIVEN FULL STORY (STATE 036204) OVER OPEN TELEPHONE BY REPIR BAGHDAD. OBSERVING THAT ALL TELEPHONES IN IRAQ ARE PROBABLY TAPPED HCR REMARKED THAT HIS POSITION IN SUCH MATTERS STANDS TO BE COMPROMISED IF IT APPEARS THAT HE IS OPERATING IN US INTERESTS RATHER THAN IN HIS PERSONAL AND PRIVATE CAPACITY OR THROUGH UNHCR GOOD OFFICES. COMMENT: MISSION FULLY APPRECIATES HCR CONCERN MENTIONED PARA 4 ABOVE WHICH MOST REGRETTABLE. WE HAVE HEARD INDIRECTLY THAT HE MAY CALL ON AMBASSADOR TO DISCUSS MATTER. THIS EVENT ASSUME DEPARTMENT WOULD WISH FOR AMBASSADOR TO EXPRESS USG'S PROFOUND REGRET OVER ILL-ADVISED HANDLING OF INFORMATION IN BAGHDAD AND ASSURE HIM THAT UTMOST CARE WILL BE EXERCISED TO AVOID RECURRENCE INCIDENT.

5. APART COMMENT ABOVE NO INDICATION AS YET THAT HCR INTENDS MAKE OFFICIAL REPORT ON HIS VISIT TO US OR TO UN SECGEN.
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